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Abstract 
This article tests the effect of different order quantities and setup times and its dependence of maximum Work-
in-Process (WIP). The main studied supply chain consists of five linked machines with a fixed setup time for 
every batch in every machine, and stochastic operation times for every item in the batch. Additionally three 
linked machines with a clear bottleneck are studied. Production management can only control maximum WIP 
and not average WIP. Average WIP is a consequence of released work, variations, capacity and maximum WIP. 
A number of test cases are made where the number of units in the machines and the buffer areas are restricted. 
Previous studies have shown the dominance of CONWIP over Kanban, so only situations where maximum WIP 
is restricted in the total production line is studied. – The results show that increased maximum WIP leads to 
longer average lead-time but also that its coefficient of variation increases, independent of setup time and order 
quantity. A literature review confirms our assumption and opinion that large variations in lead-times are worse 
than long lead-times. A smaller order quantity leads to a lower production rate if not the setup time is decreased 
proportionally. A reduction of the order quantity can also increase the lead-time and its variation. A decrease of 
the order quantity requires a reduction of maximum WIP to implement its advantages. Therefore, reducing order 
quantities but still use the same parameters in in the companies’ computer system for material- and production 
control will prevent improvements. It is always favourable to reduce setup times and/or variation in operation 
times. 
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1. Introduction and background 
 
The world is full of supply chain systems where items pass a sequence of processes and stock 
points to deliver a product or service to customers. In manufacturing processes, the items pass 
different processes and machines. A hospital contains many sequences of operations 
(admission, in room-care, medical testing, X-ray). In an insurance company, different cases 
are treated in different steps. Understanding the flow in production and supply chain systems 
is fundamental when designing and managing effective operations systems (Hopp, 2011). 
Pettersen and Segerstedt (2009) presented a simulation study consisting of five linked 
machines with stochastic operation times. A number of test cases were made where the 
amount of work-in-process (WIP) was restricted, i.e. the number of jobs/items in the 
machines and the buffer areas. With stochastic operation times, the downstream machine 
sometimes consumes the jobs in a rate that the upstream machine does not catch up with, and 
therefore the available storage between the two machines may be temporarily empty, then the 
downstream machine can only wait; it is starving. Likewise the downstream machine 
sometimes works slower than the upstream machine, and therefore the available storage 
between the two machines may be totally filled; then the upstream machine must wait, it 
cannot move further the item just produced; it is blocked. The restrictions in Pettersen and 
Segerstedt’ s study were designed both in the Kanban way, linked to every machine; and in 
the CONWIP way, connected only to the total production line. Kanban- and CONWIP-control 
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result in the same amount of average outflow per time unit given the same variation in 
operation times and with the same amount of real average WIP (Little’s formula holds). 
 
However, given the same amount of maximum WIP the production rate or throughput from a 
CONWIP-controlled line is larger than from a Kanban-controlled. Kanban-control causes 
lower utilisation of the available storages and storage equipment than CONWIP. The user of 
Kanban and CONWIP can only control maximum WIP and not explicitly average WIP, 
Average WIP is a consequence of released work, existing variations, capacity and maximum 
WIP so the difference is important. Therefore, it is argued that CONWIP-control is to prefer 
over Kanban-control; also supported from e.g. Spearman et al (1990), Tayur (1993), Yang 
(2000), Thürer et al (2017). Pettersen and Segerstedt (2009) did not study any influences of 
setup times and different order quantities; to the best of our knowledge such studies are not 
found in literature. Therefore, this article will continue their study with setup times and 
different order quantities using CONWIP-control. 
 
Lean consultants stress the advantages of reducing order quantities. This because 
manufacturing companies traditionally have operated with large order quantities to maximize 
machine utilization and to reduce (believed) cost per produced item, but meanwhile neglected 
the growing lead-time. Lean calls for the production of parts to customer demand and the 
ideal order quantity is said to be one. But due to organisational, technical and/or financial 
constraints, an order quantity of one is not always possible, so the goal is often to reduce the 
order size as low as possible by practicing continuous improvement. By reducing the size, the 
expectation is that the amount of work-in-process inventory (WIP) will fall, which would 
reduce inventory-carrying costs and lead time as it is considered approximately directly 
proportional to the amount of WIP. Therefore, smaller order quantities will shorten the overall 
production cycle, enabling companies to deliver more quickly and to invoice sooner (for 
improved cash flow). Shorter production cycles increases inventory turns and allows the 
company to make profit at lower margins, which enables price reductions and thus increases 
sales and market share (cf. e.g. Lean Principles by Jerry Kilpatrick). But to only reduce order 
quantities if there is a setup time not reduced will decrease the production rate. Therefore, this 
article studies the influences of setup times and order quantities on lead-time and production 
rate when variations in operation times are stochastic.  
 
Hopp and Spearman (2008), Hopp (2011) have for a production flow pointed to magnitudes 
and between them connections (eq. (1) to eq. (4)). Our notations are here a bit redesigned 
compared to theirs: 
 
PR = Production rate, the number of items that are produced per time unit 
LT = Lead time, the time it takes for an item between entering the production system and leaving it 
WIP = Work-in-Process, the number of items that are available in the production system; in machines 

and buffers 
BNR = Bottleneck rate, the maximum possible production rate 
RPT = Raw processing time, the total time an item spend being processed in the flow (i. e. the 

average time it will take for an item to pass through an empty flow) 
CWIP = Critical WIP; the minimum amount of WIP needed to achieve full capacity of a line operating 

under best case (=BNR ⋅ RPT) 
 
The production rate can sometimes also be called throughput. Lead-time can sometimes be 
called throughput time or cycle time. We use the term lead-time (LT) since cycle time can also 
be interpreted as the time between jobs out, as the term is used when it comes to line 
balancing.  
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The production rate (PR) can never exceed the bottleneck rate (BNR). If WIP is small, less 
than CWIP, some of the machines will be idle, and then the bottleneck rate cannot be reached. 
Lead-time can never be less than the raw processing time (RPT) and the current WIP cannot 
be consumed, passed, in a larger rate than the bottleneck rate (BNR). “Worst case” concerning 
lead-time is that the WIP is stuck in the first machine/operation and the next batch, or item, 
cannot be started until the WIP one by one has passed through the production line and the last 
item of the WIP has left the last machine/operation. “Worst case” for the production rate (PR) 
is connected to the “worst case” for the lead time (LT), then the time from one item is leaving 
the system until the next item is leaving the system is equal to the raw processing time (RPT). 
 

worst best
1 min ,WIPPR PR BNR PR

RPT RPT
 = ≤ ≤ = 
 

 
(1) 

 

best worstmax , WIPLT RPT LT WIP RPT LT
BNR

 = ≤ ≤ ⋅ = 
 

 
(2) 

 
By “traveling round” in a production flow on a pallet Hopp and Spearman (2008) derive 
formulas for “practical worst cases”. They assume the production flow is balanced, i.e. all 
stations have the same processing times; all stations consist of single machines and process 
times are exponentially distributed (coefficient of variation, CV = 1). From these assumptions, 
they derive the following “practical worst cases” concerning lead-time and production rate:  
 

RPT
BNR

WIPLT +
−

=
1

pwc  
(3) 

 

BNR
WIPCWIP

WIPPR ⋅
−+

=
1pwc  

(4) 

 
Little (1961) proved the general queuing formula WL ⋅= λ ; therefore, this very general 
relationship is often called Little´s law. Applied to production flow circumstances Little’s law 
becomes: 
 

LTPRWIP ⋅=  (5) 
 
For a stationary process average work-in-process (WIP), average production rate (PR) and 
average lead-time (LT) are related according to eq. (7). If any two of the quantities WIP, PR 
and LT are known, the third can be calculated (cf. e.g. Hopp (2011).  
 
The article has from now on the following outlay. Section 2 contains a short literature review 
and historical overview related to our study; also a search about what is believed or 
experienced to be more important: A reduction of lead-time average or a reduction of lead-
time variation? In section 3 the first studied production line is presented and its simulations, 
with its number of machines, capacity and different variations. Section 4 presents the 
simulations of an additional production line with a clear bottleneck. Section 5 presents 
observations from the different simulations. Section 6 presents a summary, conclusions and 
proposed practical guidelines. 
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2. Our study related to previous literature 
 
How do different order quantities and setup times with different constrained work-in-process 
influence production rate and lead-time and its variations? We have a preconceived idea that 
large variations in lead-times are worse than long lead-times; can literature prove or disprove 
our hypothesis? These are the questions we wanted to study and look for in previous 
literature.  
 
Dallery and Gershwin (1992) present a comprehensive review of previous manufacturing flow 
line research. Their compilation starts from early 1950s with Russian work of Vladzievskii 
and Erpsher. First English reference is from 1956. Dallery and Gershwin state that in the 
literature it is almost always assumed that the first machine is never starved and the last never 
blocked; such models they call saturated models. Such models are of interest because a 
saturated model is appropriate for addressing the most important performance issue of a flow 
line, the maximal (average) number of parts that can be produced per unit of time; the 
production rate of the flow line (Dallery and Gershwin, 1992). We study achieved production 
so our model is saturated model. 
 
Hunt (1956) studied processing time variability and the utilisation in two stage systems using 
Markov chain analysis. Hillier and Boling (1966, 1967) continued the Hunt studies and noted 
the “bowl phenomenon”, they demonstrated that an unbalanced production line increases the 
production rate if the centre workstations are given less workload. The improvements were 
about 1 % with exponential processing times. Carnall and Wild (1976) addressed unequal 
variability of processing times; their study supported the existence of a bowl-shaped 
phenomenon, the production capacity of a line is maximised when the most variable processes 
are placed at the ends of the line. They meant that a coefficient of variation (cv) of 0.27 is a 
reasonable representation of published work time distributions, referring to Slack (1972). 
 
Conway et al (1988) reviewed and extended much of previous literature. Conway et al (1988) 
summarised their findings as follows: the loss of capacity due to interference, starving and 
blocking, between workstations occurs in the first few stations, long lines are only a little 
worse than short ones; the interference loss is reduced by placing buffers between workstation 
but the improvement diminishes rapidly with increased buffer size; centre-placement is 
significantly better than end-placement (the bowl phenomenon); in an unbalanced line buffers 
provide less increase in capacity, the preferable position for buffers is toward the bottleneck 
workstation. They believed that the study of the role of WIP in production systems had just 
begun; the difficulty will be to create simple models that can be interpreted to show general 
findings and thereby increase the knowledge and create applicable results.  
 
Pike and Martin (1994) explained the reason for the bowl phenomenon. In a stochastic 
unpaced line there are coupling effects, a workstation is idle when it is starved for available 
work or blocked from passing completed work to the next station. A traditional assumption in 
studies is that the first workstation is never starved and the final station is never blocked from 
passing finished goods. “Thus, despite typically small interstation buffers, which aggravate 
coupling effects, the pre- and post-system buffers are effectively infinite, diminishing 
coupling effects near the ends of the line; hence the bowl phenomenon”. The study of 
Pettersen and Segerstedt (2009) showed the same phenomenon but in a different way. Given 
that all production stations have the same capacity and variation; when allocating a very few 
possible buffer places (less or equal to 3 between 5 machines) a middle placement created a 
larger production rate, or less time between jobs out, than a different placement. Nevertheless, 
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this effect was diminishing in their study when the buffer places increased. The reason is the 
same as Pike and Martin (1994) explain. 
 
Baker et al (1993) made an analytic treatment of a simple assembly system, containing two 
component stations and one assembly station; using a Markov model with exponential 
processing times at the three stations. This model allowed them to determine the optimal 
allocation of work among the three stations subject to a total average processing time of three 
time units per part. Since they wanted to maximize throughput they required the two feeder 
stations to have identical mean processing rates. They showed that the optimal allocation is 
unbalanced with 0.7 time units of the workload allocated to the assembly station and 1.15 
time units to each feeder station. Powell and Pyke (1996) showed that a bottleneck station 
draws buffers toward it; the optimal allocation depends on the location and severity of the 
bottleneck, as well as the numbers of buffers available; relative large imbalances in mean 
processing times are required to shift the optimal buffer allocation away from an equal 
allocation; and the line length has relative little impact on the extent of imbalances required to 
shift the allocations. Shaaban et al (2013) studied deliberately unbalanced production lines in 
terms of their cv. The best unbalanced cv patterns in terms of production rate are those where 
the steadiest workstations are concentrated near the centre of the line or close to the end. 
 
A reduction of LT average or a reduction of LT variation; what is believed or experienced to 
be more important? Our literature search gave the almost unanimous answer that a reduction 
of lead-time variation is the most important. Heydari et al. (2009) study the impact of lead-
time variation on supply chain performance through a simulation study. Their results show 
that by increasing the lead-time variance, order variances increase uniformly throughout the 
entire supply chain. Furthermore, their results show that an increase in the lead-time variance 
will lead to inventory fluctuations. Increasing lead-time variance can simultaneously increase 
both stock-outs and amounts of inventory. Fang et al. (2013) study the marginal values of 
demand variance, lead-time mean and lead time variance. They argue that firms cannot expect 
increasing returns from reductions in lead time mean or lead time variance under all 
conditions; decreasing or even negative returns may happen (when lead time mean and lead 
time variance are negatively correlated). He et al. (2011) oppose and argue against Chopra et 
al (2004) that it is lead time variability that is important to reduce and not only lead time 
mean. He et al. (2011) use a truncated lead time (z, Q) model to demonstrate that it is lead 
time variability, not mean lead time, that affects the inventory policy and total supply chain 
cost. Chaharsooghi and Heydari (2009) use a simulation model to show that the effect of lead-
time variance on supply chain performance is greater than the effect of the lead-time mean. 
The supply chain performance measures they use include bullwhip effect, inventory hold, 
stock-out size and number of stock-outs. Christensen et al. (2007) investigate the impact of 
supply chain average lead times and variability on an organisation’s financial performance. 
From surveys answered by 210 firms, they conclude managing the variance in a supply chain 
system may be more important to an organisation’s financial performance than managing 
averages. 
 
Studies of the consequences of different setup times and order quantities in a production line 
to the best our knowledge we cannot find in previous literature; despite it has many practical 
implications. Literature confirms our belief that large variations in lead-times are worse than 
long lead-times. 
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3. Case 1: Studied production flow 
 
 

Machine 1

Machine 2

Machine 3

Machine 4

Machine 5

 
Figure 1. Case 1: Studied production flow 

 
Figure 1 shows the production flow in Case 1. We assume that a batch or order quantity is 
always available when needed in the first workstation, Machine 1, and that space is always 
available after the last workstation, Machine 5, to dispose the completed batch, which is 
assumed to be consumed immediately. When Machine 1 is idle, and the total items in the flow 
are less than the maximum allowed WIP, a setup for a new batch starts immediately and 
thereafter the production of the first item in the batch starts. Setup time for every batch in 
every machine is 30 minutes; operation time for every item in the batch is on average 60 
minutes. The lead-time (LT) for a batch is the time from when the setup of the batch starts in 
Machine 1 until the last item of the batch is finished in Machine 5. The setup for a batch in 
Machine 2 can only start after the last item in the batch is finished in Machine 1 etc. 
 
Order quantity = 8 
With an order quantity of 8 items the following raw processing time, bottleneck rate and 
critical work in process can be calculated: 
 
RPT = raw processing time (RPT) for one batch, or one item, passing all machines 
= 5 (30+60⋅8)= 2550 min 
BNR = bottleneck rate = one item/ (30/8+60) min= 0.941 units/hour = one batch/(30+60⋅8) 
min= 0.118 batch/hour  
CWIP = Critical WIP = 2550/60 ⋅0.941 = 40 items =2550/60 ⋅0.118 = 5 batches 
 
Making the calculation of BNR more general, we introduce the following notations: 
 

=is  setup time in machine i 
=io  operation time for one item in machine i 
=q  order quantity or batch passing all machines  

=⋅+ ii oqs total production time of the order quantity in machine i 
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The capacity of machine i is: 
 

1/( ii oqs ⋅+ ) batches/time unit = 1/ ( )i
i

s o
q
+  units/ time unit 

(6 

 
With several machines in a joined production flow with different setup times and operation 
times the machine with the lowest capacity, and therefore the machine with the highest 
utilisation, is the bottleneck: 
 

min 1/ ( )i
ii

sBNR o
q

 
= + 

 
 

(7) 

 
The production flow, in Figure 1, is simulated with a uniform variation in operation times 
between 30 and 90 minutes, 60+- 30 (coefficient of variation, cv = 0.29); and also with 
operations time between 10 and 110 minutes, 60+- 50 (coefficient of variation, cv = 0.48). 
Tests are also done with setup times 15 minutes. The result with different maximum allowed 
WIP is presented in Table 2, 3 and 4; the achieved production rates are presented in figure 3. 
 

Table 1. Case 1: The simulation and result parameters used in the study. 
Simulation parameters 
Setup time s fixed 15 min / 30 min 
Operation time per item o Uniformly 60±30 min / 60±50min 
Order quantity q fixed  4 items / 8 items 
Maximum WIP max WIP fixed  20 items – 136 items 
Result parameters 
Lead time hours 
Lead time variation (standard deviation) hours 
Production rate (calculated from time-between-batches) items/hour 
Time-between-batches variation (standard deviation) minutes 

 
The simulation model is constructed with the simulation program Simio, but also with the 
simulation programme AutoMod; with different authors and programmers, this for verifying 
the results. With Simio every test was simulated during 49,000 hours with a warm up time of 
1000 hours. With AutoMod during 9,600 hours, the monitoring of data started after the 10 
first batches had left the system, but the tests were repeated 10 times with different random 
streams. The two simulation studies show similar results and tendencies. 
 
We tracked the times between batches out of the system )(TB  instead of production rate, 
since it is easy to calculate mean and standard deviations. In Table 2 the mean )(LT  and 
standard deviation  of lead-time ( LTσ ) from the simulation tests are presented in hours and 
time between batches out )(TB in minutes, the achieved production rate )(PR is established in 
units per hour )60/1( ⋅⋅= QTB and average WIP in units calculated using Little´s formula 

)( PRLT ⋅= . 
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Table 2. Case 1: Simulation results: Q = 8; setup time: 30 min; operation time: 60+-30 min 

 
When max WIP is 40, there can be maximum 5 batches with 8 items in the line, but first after 
a batch is finished in Machine 5 a new batch can start in Machine 1. When max WIP is 56, 
there can be maximum 7 batches in the line, like before first after a batch is finished in 
Machine 5 a new batch can start in Machine 1. The increase of batches makes time between 
batches out to decrease and the production rate (units/time unit) to increase. The calculated 
CWIP = 40 is based on a deterministic situation, here we have variations in operation times, 
therefore we do not reach capacity 0.941 units/time unit. Even for max WIP = 136 (17 
batches) we did not reach the theoretical deterministic capacity 0.941. The same explanation 
is in order for all tables. Notice that for less complex lines and with a clear bottleneck, in 
some cases the calculated capacity is reached. 
 
Table 3 shows best cases and practical worst cases that are calculated from WIP, not max 
WIP, and eq. (1), (2), (5) and (6). (That the worst cases are much worse than the practical 
worst cases the reader may verify by herself.) 
 
Table 3. Case 1:Comparing with “best” and “pwc”: Q = 8; setup time: 30 min; operation time 60+-30 min 

max 
WIP WIP PR bestPR  pwcPR  LT  bestLT  pwcLT  

32 31.5 0.738 0.741 0.420 42.7 42.5 74.9 
40 39.1 0.877 0.919 0.471 44.6 42.5 82.9 
56 52.5 0.926 0.941 0.540 56.7 55.8 97.3 
72 64.3 0.932 0.941 0.586 69.0 68.3 109.8 
88 77.6 0.935 0.941 0.626 82.9 82.4 123.8 

100 81.4 0.936 0.941 0.636 87.0 86.5 128.0 
136 89.1 0.936 0.941 0.655 95.2 94.7 136.1 

 
bestPR  for max WIP equal to CWIP does not reach the bottleneck 0.941 because bestPR  is 

based on average real WIP. LT (= mean lead-time from simulation test) is surprisingly quite 
close to bestLT . With moderate max WIP pwcLT  is much worse than LT but with increasing 

max WIP LT comes closer to pwcLT .  
 
The setup time is 30 minutes and the production of the total batch in one machine takes 

480608 =⋅  minutes. That means that the setup time is ( 0588.0)60830/(30 =⋅+ ) about 6% 
of total production time in one machine, and also in average for the whole production flow. 
 

max WIP LT σ LT cv LT TB  σ TB cv TB PR (u/h) WIP 
32 42.7 1.76 0.041 650.8 149.3 0.229 0.738 31.5 
40 44.6 1.77 0.040 547.6 73.5 0.134 0.877 39.1 
56 56.7 3.74 0.066 518.1 55.3 0.107 0.926 52.5 
72 69.0 7.17 0.104 514.9 53.1 0.103 0.932 64.3 
88 82.9 8.92 0.108 513.1 51.1 0.100 0.935 77.6 

100 87.0 11.1 0.128 512.9 51.1 0.100 0.936 81.4 
136 95.23 15.16 0.159 513.1 51.7 0.101 0.936 89.1 
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Table 4. Case 1: Simulation results: Q = 8; setup time: 30 min; operation time 60+-50 

max WIP LT  σ LT cv LT TB  σ TB cv TB PR 
(u/h) WIP 

32 43.8 2.89 0.066 671 191 0.285 0.716 31.3 
40 46.2 2.86 0.062 573 123 0.214 0.838 38.7 
56 57.7 4.60 0.079 529 94.7 0.178 0.907 52.3 
72 71.0 7.29 0.103 522 91.7 0.175 0.919 65.2 
88 85.5 9.16 0.107 520 89.7 0.172 0.924 79.0 

100 94.3 13.2 0.140 517 88.2 0.171 0.928 87.5 
136 129.5 23.6 0.182 514 85.5 0.166 0.933 120.8 

 
 
Order quantity = 4 
With the same production flow, Figure 1, the same setup time and operation time but with an 
order quantity of 4 items the following raw processing time, bottleneck rate and critical work 
in process can be calculated: 
 
RPT = raw processing time (RPT) for one batch, or one item, passing all machines 
= 5 (30+60⋅4)= 1350 min 
BNR = bottleneck rate = one item/ (30/4+60) min= 0.889 units/hour = one batch/(30+60⋅8) 
min= 0.222 batch/hour  
CWIP = Critical WIP = 1350/60 ⋅0.889 = 20 items =1350/60 ⋅0.222 = 5 batches 
 
With a batch size of 4, the time for passing the last machine (Machine 5) has a mean of 

27060430 =⋅+  minutes, and when the operation times varies between 90 and 30 minutes 
(uniformly) the variance for one item is 300)3090(12/1 2 =− . The variance for the whole 
batch is 12003004 =⋅  so the coefficient of variation (CV) is 128.0270/1200 = . That means 
that the measured cv for time between jobs out cannot be less than 0.128 with an order 
quantity of 4.  
 
Variability in a production or supply chain must be buffered by some combination of 
inventory, capacity and/or time (cf. Hopp, 2011). Pooling is a strategy to handle variation by 
combining sources of variability so that they can share a common buffer and thereby reduce 
the total amount of buffering. When we increase the order quantity, we achieve a pooling 
effect. To increase the order quantity from 4 to 8 makes the minimum cv for time between 
jobs out decrease from 0.128 to 0961.0510/2400 = . 
 
A decrease of the order quantity from 8 to 4 reduces the BNR from 0.941 to 0.889 units/hour. 
This decrease also changes bestLT ; eq. (2) and eq. (7) present: 
 

best max , ( )i
i

sLT RPT WIP o
q

 
= ⋅ + 

 
 

(8) 

 
Holding both s and WIP constant, a reduction of q will increase bestLT . To decrease bestLT  
the WIP must be reduced. 
 

=bWIP WIP before a reduction of order quantity q 
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=aWIP WIP after a reduction of order quantity to q∂ ( 10 <∂< ) 
 
Thus, to reduce bestLT  then must: 
 

ii

ii
ba oqs

oqsWIPWIP
+⋅∂
+

≤
/

/  
(9) 

 
To keep the same bestLT  with a reduction of order quantity from 8 to 4 in our example WIP 
should also be reduced to about 94 % ( 944.0)604/30/()608/30( =++= ). Our simulation 
study show that LT is close to bestLT  and also that LT increase if the order quantity decrease 
from 8 to 4. The larger the part of the total production time that is setup time the more the 
WIP should be decreased according to eq. (9). However, eq. (9) models a deterministic world, 
with stochastic operation times and a control of the system with max WIP, the max WIP 
should be reduced even more. Eq. (8) points to that even if the setup time is decreased 
proportionally to the order quantity there will be no improvements of lead-time until WIP is 
also decreased. 
 
Table 5. Case 1: Simulation results: Q = 4; setup time: 30 min; operation time: 60+-30 min 

 
 
4. Case 2: Studied production flow 
 

Machine 1

Machine 2

Machine 3

 
Figure 2. Case 2: Studied production flow 

 
A product is produced in a production line, Figure 2. The items are produced in order 
quantities. Similar as before we assume that an order quantity is always available when 
needed in the first workstation, Machine 1 (M1), and that space is always available after the 

max WIP LT σ LT cv LT TB  σ TB cv TB PR (u/h) WIP 
20 23.8 1.23 0.052 297 52.6 0.177 0.809 19.2 
28 29.9 2.26 0.075 277 40.0 0.144 0.866 25.9 
36 36.7 3.63 0.099 274 40.0 0.138 0.875 32.1 
44 44.6 4.33 0.097 273 36.7 0.135 0.880 39.3 
68 63.0 10.8 0.172 272 36.4 0.134 0.884 55.6 
84 77.7 13.6 0.175 271 35.6 0.131 0.884 68.8 
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last workstation, Machine 3 (M3). When M1 is idle, and the total items in the flow are less 
than the maximum allowed WIP, a setup for a new batch starts immediately and thereafter the 
production of the first item starts. In M1 the setup time is 40 minutes and every item requires 
10 minutes of operation time. In Machine 2 (M2) the setup time is 20 minutes and every item 
requires 15 minutes of operation time; M3 has 30 minutes setup time and 15 minutes 
operation time.  
 
Order quantity = 8 
RPT = raw processing time (RPT) for one batch, or one item, passing all machines = 

158301582010840 ⋅++⋅++⋅+  = 410 min = 6.833 h 
{ })//(1min ii

i
oqsBNR += = { })158/30/(1),158/20/(1),108/40/(1min +++ = 

{ }0533.0,0571.0,0667.0min = 0.0533 units/min = 3.2 units/hour. M3 is the bottleneck in this 
production flow. 
CWIP = 22833.62.3 ≈⋅  units. 
 
Table 6 presents that the production flow, in Figure 2, is simulated with fixed setup times and 
uniformly distributed operation times. 
 
Order quantity = 4 
RPT = raw processing time (RPT) for one batch, or one item, passing all machines = 

154301542010440 ⋅++⋅++⋅+  = 250 min = 4.167 h 
{ })154/30/(1),154/20/(1),104/40/(1min +++=BNR = { }0444.0,05.0,05.0min = 0.0444 

units/min = 2.67 units/hour. M3 is still the bottleneck in the production flow. (Due to different 
setup times and a smaller order quantity, the bottleneck could have moved to another 
machine.) 
CWIP = 11167.467.2 ≈⋅  units. 
 

Table 6. Case 2:The simulation and result parameters used in the study. 
Simulation parameters 
Setup time s fixed M1: 40 min 
   M2: 15 min 
   M3: 30 min 
Operation time per item o Uniformly M1: 10±5 min 
   M2: 15±10 min 
   M3: 15±5 min 
Order quantity q fixed  4 items / 8 items 
Maximum WIP max WIP fixed  16 items – 56 items 
Result parameters 
Lead-time hours 
Lead-time variation (standard deviation) hours 
Production rate (calculated from time-between-batches) items/hour 
Time-between-batches variation (standard deviation) minutes 

 
 
A complementing test has been done where Machine 1 and Machine 3 change places, the 
bottleneck is the first machine, see table 7 (Q = 8) and table 8 (Q = 4). 
 
To keep the same LT with a reduction of order quantity from 8 to 4 in Case 2 eq.(8) hint that 
WIP should also be reduced to about 83 % ( )154/30/()158/30( ++ = 0.833) of the primary 
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WIP. The same result for max WIP= 32 and max WIP= 36 in table 5 is a check of the model. 
36 is not a multiple of 8 so the same max WIP is in action as for max WIP= 32. 
 
Table 7. Case 2: Q = 8, Example 2: M1→M2→M3 

Max WIP LT σ LT cv LT TB  σ TB cv TB PR (u/h) WIP 
16 6.90 0.432 0.063 207 47.2 0.228 2.32 16.0 
24 7.57 0.443 0.059 151 17.2 0.114 3.17 24.0 
32 10.0 0.545 0.054 150 16.3 0.109 3.20 32.0 
36 10.0 0.545 0.054 150 16.3 0.109 3.20 32.0 
40 12.5 0.585 0.047 150 16.2 0.108 3.20 40.0 
48 15.0 0.693 0.046 150 16.2 0.108 3.20 48.0 
56 17.5 0.728 0.042 150 16.3 0.109 3.20 56.0 

 
Table 8. Case 2: Q = 4, Example 2: M1→M2→M3 

Max WIP LT σ LT cv LT TB  σ TB cv TB PR (u/h) WIP 
16 5.98 0.199 0.033 89.91 5.89 0.065 2.67 16.0 
24 8.98 0.281 0.031 89.96 5.68 0.063 2.67 24.0 
32 12.0 0.438 0.037 89.95 5.76 0.064 2.67 32.0 
36 13.5 0.528 0.039 89.96 5.66 0.063 2.67 36.0 
40 14.9 0.640 0.043 89.92 5.88 0.065 2.67 40.0 
48 17.9 0.883 0.049 89.96 5.66 0.063 2.67 48.0 
56 20.9 1.18 0.056 89.96 5.75 0.064 2.67 56.0 

 
Table 9. Case 2: Q = 8, Example 2: M3 → M2 → M1 

Max WIP LT σ LT cv LT TB  σ TB cv TB PR (u/h) WIP 
16 6.84 20.17 0.336 206 47.1 0.228 2.33 15.9 
24 6.96 21.29 0.355 151 22.2 0.148 3.19 22.2 
32 7.00 22.52 0.375 150 22.18 0.147 3.20 22.4 
36 7.00 22.52 0.375 150 22.1 0.147 3.20 22.4 
40 7.00 22.52 0.375 150 22.1 0.147 3.20 22.4 
48 7.00 22.52 0.375 150 22.1 0.147 3.20 22.4 
56 7.00 22.52 0.375 150 22.1 0.147 3.20 22.4 

 
Table 10. Case 2: Q = 4, Example 2: M3 → M2 → M1 

Max WIP LT σ LT cv LT TB  σ TB cv TB PR (u/h) WIP 
16 4.28 0.235 0.055 89.98 13.0 0.144 2.67 11.4 
24 4.28 0.235 0.055 89.98 13.0 0.144 2.67 11.4 
32 4.28 0.235 0.055 89.98 13.0 0.144 2.67 11.4 
36 4.28 0.235 0.055 89.98 13.0 0.144 2.67 11.4 
40 4.28 0.235 0.055 89.98 13.0 0.144 2.67 11.4 
48 4.28 0.235 0.055 89.98 13.0 0.144 2.67 11.4 
56 4.28 0.235 0.055 89.98 13.0 0.144 2.67 11.4 
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Figure 3. Case 1: Achieved production rate with different order quantities, setup time and variation in 
operation times 
 

 
 
Figure 4. Case 1: Average lead-time with order quantity 8 and 4 and different variations in operation 
times 
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Figure 5. Case 1: Average lead-time with order quantity 8 and 4 and different variations in operation 

times 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Case 1: Utilisation of max WIP (Automod) 
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Figure 7. Case 2: Achieved production rate with order quantity 8 and 4 and different placement of 

bottleneck M3 
 
 

 
Figure 8. Case 2: Average lead-time with order quantity 8 and 4 and different placement of bottleneck 
M3 
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Figure 9. Case 2: Utilisation of max WIP with different placement of bottleneck M3 
 
 
5. Observations 
 
This section presents observations from the simulations but also from Pettersen and 
Segerstedt (2009). Some observations may seem obvious without simulation, but the 
simulation verifies the observation. Some observations are not obvious (at least from the 
beginning not for us). The novelty is that to the best of our knowledge we have not found a 
similar compilation, a summary that has many practical implications. 
 
Observation I 
The maximum production rate (PR) or minimum time between jobs out, from a given total 
max WIP comes from a situation where there is only a total restriction of WIP (CONWIP-
control) and not a restriction on every inventory in the production line or the supply chain 
(Kanban-control) cf. Pettersen and Segerstedt (2009), Tayur (1993). 
 

Observation II 
With an existing constant setup time, a decrease of the order quantity decreases the production 
rate. If the order quantity is reduced with a certain percentage the setup time must also be 
reduced with the same percentage, otherwise the production rate will decrease. (See: figure 4, 
eq. (7)) 
 
Observation III 
A decrease of order quantity, with the same setup time, the same variation in operation time 
for every item and with the same max WIP, will prolong the lead-time and increase the 
variation of the lead-time (cv LT). In addition, it will also reduce the production rate and 
increase its variation (cv PR). (See: table 2 and 5, figure 4) 
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Observation IV 
The variations in lead-time, its coefficient of variation (cv LT), increase with rising max WIP 
(and thus rising average WIP) independent of order quantity in a balanced production line. In 
an unbalanced production line, the bottleneck may control and limit the variation. (See: table 
2, 5 and 7, figure 5) 
 

Observation V 
The variation in production rate, the relative variation in time between jobs out (cv TB), 
decreases with increasing max WIP. However, it reaches a limit; and it cannot be less than the 
relative variation in production times for the last machine. (See: table 2, 5 and 7) 
 
Observation VI 
One might expect that a higher variation in operation times would create more starving and 
blocking and therefore a lower utilisation of available max WIP? Max WIP is on an average 
used more or less to the same extent independent of the variation in operation times to a 
certain limited value of max WIP; a value larger then calculated CWIP. Above this value of 
max WIP, a higher variation (in operation times) uses more of available max WIP than a lower 
variation. A higher variation in operation times uses more of available max WIP than a 
situation with lower variation. (See: table 2 and 4 based on Simio, figure 6 based on 
Automod) 
 
Observation VII 
With a variation in operation times, an increase of order quantity will decrease the variation of 
the production rate (cv PR). The increased number of items has a pooling effect on the 
production rate. (See: table 2, 4, 5 and 7) 
 
Observation VIII 
The location of the bottleneck in a production flow does not influence the production rate, but 
lead-time and average WIP. (See: figure 7, 8 and 9)  
 
Observation IX 
With a bottleneck in the production line and if it is placed in the end of the line; average WIP 
will be equal to max WIP. (Given that an order quantity is always available when needed in 
the first workstation.) (See: table 7 and 8, figure 9) 
 
Observation X 
With a bottleneck in the production line it should, if possible, be placed first in line. Then 
independent of max WIP, lead-time and average WIP will be restricted and not exceed a limit 
dependent on the bottleneck rate and the variations in the flow downstream the bottleneck. 
(See: figure 8 and 9) 
 
Observation XI 
A decrease of the operation time variations increases the production rate. With the same max 
WIP then the lead-time (LT) will also decrease. With a high and the same max WIP, the 
average WIP will also decrease (the utilisation of max WIP will decrease). What is according 
to Little´s law or not is questionable, because decreased variations create a new equilibrium 
position. (See: table 2 and 4, figure 6,) 
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Observation XII 
A decrease of setup time increases the production rate (PR) and with the same max WIP, it 
will decrease the lead-time. It will always improve the production flow, and open up the 
possibility to decrease max WIP and thereby shorten the lead-time (LT) even further. (See: 
figure 4, eq. (9)) 
 
 
6. Summary and Conclusions 
 
Table 10. Summary of consequences, fix setup time 

 PR cv PR LT cv LT 
Order quantity (−) (−) negative (+) negative (+) negative (+) negative 
Order quantity (+) (+) positive (−) positive (−) positive (−) positive 

Variation (−) (+) positive (−) positive +− +− 
Variation (+) (−) negative (+) negative +− +− 

 
The assumption in table 10 is when order quantity or variation change the setup time is not 
changed equivalently. When the variation changes, we dare not draw any general conclusions 
about what happens to the lead-time and its variation. It will depend on the circumstances. 
 
Our study depends on that the variation in the production flow depends on a variation in 
operation times; we believe this is a realistic assumption applicable to many practical 
situations. From this assumption, we can draw the following conclusions: - A decrease of the 
order quantity has also negative consequences, if the setup time is not also reduced to the 
same extent the production rate (PR) will decrease. If not the max WIP is also reduced the 
lead-time (LT) will not decrease with a reduced order quantity, in any circumstances the 
variation of the lead-time (cv LT) will increase. A decreased order quantity will also increase 
the variation of the production rate (cv PR). The increase in variation of the production rate 
can be avoided by an increase of max WIP, but increases of max WIP prolongs the lead time 
and also its variation. 
 
With less or little max WIP the same amount of max WIP is used independent of the variation 
in operation times. With large or more max WIP, a larger amount is used if variations in 
operation times are high. With a high variation in operation times, it requires more WIP to 
establish the same production rate, that in its turn increase the lead time and also the variance 
of the lead time; but the coefficient of variation for the lead time may not be increased, on the 
contrary it may be decreased, compared to a situation with less variations in operation times. 
Our study points to the importance of reducing variance; less variance create higher 
production rates with less necessary WIP. 
 
Nicolin (1963), a Swedish industrialist, advocated that the capacity should be greater in the 
end of the production flow than in the beginning. This is verified by our studies. In a practical 
situation if possible, the bottleneck machine or operation should be placed first in the 
production flow, to avoid build-up of excess WIP (cf. Thürer et al (2017). However, this is 
often not possible due to different circumstances, then a CONWIP restriction of the flow is to 
prefer compared to a Kanban restriction where every buffer must be decided. A CONWIP 
restriction may not always be possible, e.g. in an automatic production flow producing solar 
cells; then it very crucial how the buffers are restricted (cf. Pettersen and Segerstedt, 2008). 
The bottleneck operation must never starve or be blocked. If an input machine were slower 
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than the other machines in a production flow then the buffers would tend to become useless 
during normal operation. This would make the utility of buffers somewhat questionable and 
unnecessary, since the reason for providing the buffers is to shield the last machine, and the 
total output, from disturbances and variations from the other machines.  
 
In literature in 1980s and 1990s there were discussions about push and pull production 
systems; excessively can be said that the discussion was that push was bad and pull was good. 
Many attempts to define push and pull existed (therefore still exist), good ones e.g. Pyke and 
Cohen (1990), Bonney et al. (1999). Bonney et al. (1999) showed that the definitions of push 
and pull were inconsistent between different researchers and arguments about performance 
were sometimes circular, if the performance of a pull system was poor then it may be 
suggested that this was because the fundamentals of just-in-time were not being observed, 
whereas, if the performance of a push system was poor, then that was a consequence of it 
being a push system. Hopp (2011) defines following “A pull system is one in which work is 
released based on the status of the system and thereby places inherent limit on WIP. A push 
system is one which work is released without consideration of system status and hence does 
not inherently limit WIP.” Our study verifies the importance of limiting WIP; a production 
system should always limit WIP, i.e. max WIP. 
 
A reduction of setup times is always favourable. Therefore, our study points to the importance 
of reducing setup times and applying the general SMED-method (Single Minute Exchange 
Die) (Shingo, 1982). To reduce the order quantity without a similar substantial reduction of 
the setup time is a risky business. The production rate will be decreased; it must be checked 
so current demand can be satisfied, furthermore WIP must be restricted and reduced, and 
otherwise the lead-time will increase. 
 
How to think and act in a practical situation? Reduce the setup time as far as workable, then 
reduce the order quantity but not more than demand still can be satisfied; then it is important 
to reduce max WIP. If max WIP is kept on the old large level, the improvements will be less 
and instead the changes can even create a worsening with longer lead-times. Max WIP must 
be larger than CWIP; the more variations in operations time the larger max WIP should be 
compared to CWIP. It is probably easier to determine RPT compared to BNR in many 
practical situations. Therefore, it is not certain that CWIP can adequately be determined; but it 
is important to remember that max WIP cannot be as small as it restricts the production rate 
(PR).  
 
A reduction of order quantities creates conditions to decrease max WIP. It is important not to 
forget to decrease max WIP, because it is less max WIP that in practice can improve the lead-
time (LT), not the reduced order quantity. With a setup time the reduced order quantity itself 
increase the lead-time. Max WIP in a production facility or production section is clearly 
determined when management uses a CONWIP or Kanban working. For a user with a reorder 
point- or a Materials Requirements Planning (MRP) system max WIP is not explicit. 
Reducing order quantities but still using the same parameters in the companies’ computer 
system will prevent improvements. Therefore is suggested: if the order quantity, iQ , is 
reduced to iQ′ ; then the lead-time for item i should be reduced to iiii QQLL /′⋅=′  if not more? 
Lead-time is the parameter that indirectly controls WIP regarding material requirements 
calculation for MRP and its alternative Cover-Time Planning (Segerstedt, 2006 and 2017). It 
is likely that the necessary WIP to avoid starving and blocking is more dependent of the 
number order quantities, than the size of the order quantities. To reduce proportionally lead-
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time and order quantity still with the same request rate means as many order quantities per 
time unit as previously.  
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